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The race to be of value “Assuming we still have Twitter in five years it will be completely embedded in what we do, fundamentally engrained in our journalism DNA,” Dominic Casciani said.  Just as people were wary of the original wire, according to members of the media, the future of Twitter is still uncertain.    The assumption of Twitter’s longevity is one that Philippa Thomas is hesitant to make. “If we’re still using Twitter [in five years] it will be entirely integrated and the questions we’re asking now will seem ridiculously old‐fashioned,” Thomas said. “But I think we’ll be using something else that hasn’t even been invented.”   While Twitter might not be current five years from now, the questions that are being raised about its role as a newswire bring up important issues about journalistic practices. This is one of the most exciting times in journalism since the basic technology of the newspaper industry began in the 17th century. When one considers that social media is allowing reporters and news media to engage in their work directly with an audience, an industry in upheaval becomes an industry in a process of renewal. What is key to this transition is for journalists and news media to do exactly what Casciani and Thomas prescribe: change with it.    The makeup of journalists is firmly rooted in the scoop ‐ driven by breaking the story first. Today the notion of a scoop has changed drastically. When it comes to breaking news, the expectation is that someone is ultimately going to get there first. 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Whether it’s political or entertainment news, Twitter and social media have largely done away with the ability for journalists to break news first. News media and journalists can try and resist the shift, from prohibiting RT’s to opposing transparency, but at the end of the day stories like this one are still going to break before institutional sources: “omgg , my aunt tiffany who work for whitney houston just found whitney houston dead in the tub . such ashame & sad” (Aja Dior Mintz “@AjaDiorNavy,” 2/11/12). 
   Over a half hour later, the Associated Press confirmed Houston’s death in a tweet sent at 4:57 p.m. local time, citing her publicist (Lee, 2012).   Journalists are no longer the sole gatekeepers of the news, but the solution is not more regulations or a resistance to change. Instead of turning a blind eye to other Twitter users, journalists and the media must embrace the service as an open and interactive technology, a new and different newswire.  “Who gets it first matters far less than who gets it right,” Seth Lewis said. The traditional principles of journalism such as verification and sourcing still apply, but 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the way in which we do them must change. The next step is for news media to realize that who breaks the news first is far less important than before. As Seth Lewis explains, “People care far less than journalists do about scoops; it’s very inside baseball.” The focus of breaking news must then slow down and, as Lewis says, put a premium on “getting it right.”  Twitter has a seductive quality that journalists must resist when trying to be accurate. “A rumor on Twitter can spread like wildfire, there’s this temptation among journalists to get in with the flow and be first with the news, and I think you really do have to resist that,” Philippa Thomas explained. Without vetting sources, asking questions, and engaging there is no significance to information pushed out carelessly. Despite the allure of the 140‐character rapid self‐broadcasting system, Twitter as the new newswire should still be viewed with the same standard of accuracy as the original wire. “When in doubt,” Liz Heron said, “It’s better to be right than it is to be fast.” The dichotomy of speed and accuracy is one that journalists have always struggled with, but with the new paradigm of Twitter transparency must be central to breaking news. For media organizations on Twitter there is no longer a race to be first, but there is a race to be of value. •••••  
Best practices for journalists on Twitter In working out best practices for Twitter’s use by journalists as the new newswire, Liz Heron and Andy Carvin shared their thoughts on how to break news using transparency, verification, and crowdsourcing. 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 Liz Heron listed three specific practices to use when breaking news on Twitter. At the top of Heron’s list is transparency: “When you’re breaking news either make sure that it’s correct, or frame it in a way that peels back the curtain on your process.”  This use of Twitter gives readers a look into the development of a story. The only danger with doing this is showing the process to competitors. In the view of transparency, however, the aim isn’t competition ‐ it’s open journalism. “You almost have no choice but to adopt an open journalism mindset if you don’t you become a ghetto,” Hermida said.   Heron also warned of regurgitating messages on Twitter: “Be careful of just straight re‐tweeting,” Heron said. “It’s better to write your own tweet and then link to give more context.” Hermida explains that providing relevant links increases your value as a journalist, “What you’re signaling to your readers is that you want to point them to the best coverage.”  Lastly Heron said that, “To really do well on Twitter as a journalist you have to develop a community of sources.” The greater level of engagement works two fold: it allows journalists to connect at a deeper level with their readers than ever before and it also lets them show some of their personality. The emphasis is on being as open and participatory as possible.  Twitter operates under the premise of what social media analysts like Clay Shirky have called ‘shared awareness.’ Many are scared of this news democratization of social media. Carvin, on the other hand, has embraced it. Carvin has developed ways of ferreting out information by maintaining a completely 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embedded role with his beat on Twitter. At the core of his technique is finding experts and eyewitnesses, then mobilizing them into a conversation.  Carvin says that the most essential practice on Twitter is to go beyond crowdsourcing in engaging with the audience. “You can’t just go in as a journalist to exploit those people, you have to become a part of those communities,” Carvin said.  In order to participate in this dialogue you have to cultivate, and as Heron explained, be interactive.  “The worst thing a journalist can do is join Twitter when news breaks,” Carvin said.  •••••  
Conclusion: Twitter and the digital public sphere The reality is that not everyone can be Andy Carvin, but the idea with looking at Twitter as a new and different type of newswire is that we can begin to reevaluate what we want out of our news. In the days of the telegraphic wire what we got out of it was simple: breaking news. Today, breaking news is no longer funneled through a wire. It comes from all directions and platforms. As social media editor for the wire service Reuters, Anthony De Rosa, explains “in a perfect world” you could break news on the wire, web and Twitter simultaneously (De Rosa, 2011). De Rosa goes on to say that conventional wire services must extend into the real‐time realm of social media. By implementing these practices wires don’t have to be used in only one way. Twitter today is connecting news outlets to users through a web of millions of wires. Like a fly being caught in that web, a story isn’t simply passively consumed. 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The Twittersphere voraciously engages with it by redistributing and questioning. According to De Rosa, ignoring social networks is “like writing a death sentence” for wire services in the world of digital media. “To bury our head in the sand and act like Twitter (and who knows what else comes into existence next month or five years from now?) isn’t increasingly becoming the source of what informs people in real‐time is ridiculous” (De Rosa, 2011). For a wire service like Reuters to make comments like this it seems self‐evident that Twitter increasingly is becoming the new newswire. The next generation newsroom will inevitably be online, and must embrace an increasingly democratic landscape of information dissemination. The idea of the democracy of social media, discussed by Heron and Carvin, is echoed in much of the rhetoric surrounding Twitter, from its role as a catalyst of revolution in the Middle East, to it’s ability to incite backlash against mass media as in #CNNfail. The abstract concept of this digital public sphere takes a feather out of Jürgen Habermas’ theory of a public space in which individuals exchange views and knowledge (Habermas, 1989). Habermas contended that the public sphere was based on conversation, supported by public spaces for sharing ideas like town halls, coffeehouses, and newspapers. According to Habermas, broadcast media departed from this democratic landscape, and caused the deterioration of dialogue. But today, as our interaction shifts to a computer‐mediated system of communication, the public sphere seems to be increasingly online in social media platforms like Twitter.  Twitter users have a role in what type of information will become important to the digital public and, as a result, what journalists will cover. Twitter has become an unlimited space for engagement, discussion and information, where the 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consumers and producers of news are one and the same. But the role of journalists still remains. James Bohman argues, “The Internet becomes a public sphere only through agents who engage in reflexive and democratic activity” (Bohman, 140). Bohman goes on to state that the Internet enables dialogue across borders and publics, but only if there are participants who engage with it in this manner. The Internet can facilitate discussion, “only if there are agents who make it so and transnational institutions whose ideals seek to realize a transnational public sphere as the basis for a realistic utopia of citizenship in a complexly interconnected world” (Bohman, 154). While Bohman was not speaking about journalism specifically, the idea that the media is inherently related to citizenship is tantamount to this discussion. In today’s digital sphere, the public press – as journalism is defined – must become increasingly interactive in order to break news effectively.  The press today is held accountable by a range of voices online. Twitter allows a level of back and forth between the media and its audience that has been uncommon in the history of mass communication. People have taken notice of this aspect of Twitter and are using the service in ways that work to bring attention to public issues. This is not unlike the reaction to the telegraphic newswire by James Gordon Bennett in the 19th century that, “The public mind will be stimulated to greater activity by the rapid circulation of news. Thus the intellectual, philosophic, and original journalist will have a greater, a more excited, and more thoughtful audience than ever” (Huntzicker, 96). To a large degree, Twitter has become a public newswire that reflects, “What’s happening now?” to millions of users. Although what is happening might not always be newsworthy, it is an effective service for 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journalists to track the pulse of the digital sphere. Twitter is like an amplified public square, and it points to the necessity of verification. The ever‐growing influx of information means that journalists must work more than ever before as a filter in this system, teasing out fact from fiction and giving greater depth in analysis.  Just as Bennett described the role of the media during the advent of the telegraphy, with the new newswire of Twitter journalism yet again has the potential to be the focus of attention. 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